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Convergence Map for Virtual Learning, Students and Technology

1

Overlap with all three areas
Educational technology continues to innovate in all three areas to
provide students with real life experience.
→ Such areas like vocational education (skilled crafts) utilizes
technology like VR to simulate real life experiences.

2

Mobile technology and computer hardware is constantly improving
year by year.

4
Students

Virtual/Remote
Learning
1
2

Overlap with Students and Technology

→ Such areas like computer processing, AI, internet (5G), which
enables students to remote learn without barriers.

3
3

Overlap with Technology and Virtual/Remote Learning
Technology has been improving which provides better accessibility to
the internet and have better engagement tools to provide better
engagement with student learning.
→ Simulations that are created using game engines like Unity provide
real world experience to students that are in the skilled trades or heath
care.

Technologly
4

Overlap with Students and Virtual/Remote Learning
With the pandemic, the rise of virtual classrooms and tools to engage
students have increased.
→ Zoom, Teams, Google Classroom, and also virtual lectures in 3D
spaces
→ Engagement tools like Kahoot and Mural, enables students to
interact with instructor/teacher.
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Initial Opportunity Map

High Value
In-Person
Mock Court
VR Court (with
headset)

Video Virtual
Pre-Rendered
Court

Video Virtual
Interactive Court

Low Poly Virtual
Interactive Court

Virtual Interactive
Court

High Poly Virtual
Interactive Court

Low Cost

High Cost
Microsoft 360
Courtroom

Video Conference
Calls

In-Person
Mock Court
In-Person
Mock Court

Phone Conference
Calls

Low Value
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Competitor/Trends Analysis
Competition

Trends for Lawyers

Trends for Law Education

Local Universities
Online Universities
International Universities

→ Lawyers and technology are merging (reducing workload, automating certain
tasks)

→ Going online due to COVID-19 – Increase in
competition for OU

→ Lawyers can now use AI (ROSS, IBM Watson) or search algorithms to ﬁnd Case
Law, statutes and regulations, 1st and 2nd year work.
(https://www.cnbc.com/2020/02/06/technology-is-changing-the-legal-pro-fessionand-law-schools.html)

→ Preparing students to use technology in the
workplace

Direct Competition
University College London
The University of Edinburgh
Manchester
Kings College London
University of London
University of Essex

→ Virtual Ofﬁces – lawyers can practice an entire case without ever meeting a
client in some cases
→ Use of legal databases like Westlaw
→ Knowledge of cyber security and what is required to protect client information

Indirect Competition
GOAL High School (entirely online
high school)
Law schools online

→ Legal Analytics - help lawyers incorporate data into their decision making
(predictive analytics), forecasting what results may be when certain variables such
as length of case, expert witness cross-examination result, etc.
(https://www.lexisnexis.com/community/lexis-legal-advan-tage/w/faq/37/whattechnology-do-lawyers-use)
→ Estate Planning lawyers preparing will information will have to look at more
digital assets than ever before (social media, paid third-party services, etc.)
→ New tech is evolving to help monitor all the types of digital accounts which
people have now. (https://www.canadianlaw-yermag.com/news/general/new-techproducts-geared-to-organize)
→ Legal documents being e-signed rather than submitting in person.
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Student Assumptions

Photo credit to Jeswin Thomas via Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/wRdYnqXtyYk
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From and To Exploration of Education Technology
From
(What it is now)
1

In-Person Experience
Currently a hybrid learning model (mix of
in-person and online) are happening in
various college/university programs. Such
areas like Healthcare or trades, require
that in-person learning such as
simulations/role-play.

2

Remote/Virtual Learning
With the pandemic going on, most
university/college programs are fully
online with lectures via meeting platforms
like Zoom.

3

Educational Technology
With the rise of technology like VR, various
industries like trades or healthcare use
applications that simulates real life
situations. Such applications like taking
apart an engine in VR that is built from
Unity.
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Trends
(Current direction)

To
(What it might be)
Shift to using technology rather than
in-person

→ With some industries like health
care, students need to do things like
clinical work, pro-bono work (law),
or simulations to gain that real
world experience.

→ New technology has enabled the
use of VR to simulate certain
aspects for teaching student’s
speciﬁc skills. This also provides
real world experience but as a
simulation.

→ Instructors/professors are
looking for ways to increase student
engagement digitally, using tools
like Mural or Kahoot to increase
interactions among students and
the professor/instructor.

→ Lectures and teaching methods
are being changed due to digital/
remote learning. Virtual lecture halls
or social digital meeting spaces are
used to simulate the in-person
experience.

Improving engagement with
Educational Technology

→ With the rise of 3D printing, it
enables students to quickly
prototype ideas in a short amount
of time. VR enables students to
experience real world experiences
digitally without the hassle of going
in-person.

→ Teaching methods are
considerably changed from inperson to digital by sharing screens,
live video, and so much more.

Evolving VR/AR/MR to the
Educational space

With the pandemic still going on, more VR
related simulations will be created to address
less interactions with clients, patients or even
instructors.

New applications or features like whiteboards,
sticky notes, polls, and screen sharing - Enable
that interaction with students and will continue
to evolve over time.

Remote learning is difﬁcult for students as they
cannot apply the things they learned to real life.
As technology like VR/AR/MR becomes more
accessible, more students would be inclined to
use it due to a lack of barriers.
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Initial User Spectrum - Students
1

Student Workload

2

Full-time vs Part-time students. Current
students will have different course loads
which will effect their availability.

Familiarity with Technology
Is tech a big part of the user’s life or is it
something they tend to avoid.

3

Available Time

4

How much time do students really have
when adding in other courses, work, and
other life obligations.

The Full Cost
How much would a student have to spend
to really be able to take value from the
product? Is that achievable?

What range could student
workload fall into?

What could student familiarity
with technology look like?

How available could a student be
while taking classes?

How could students spend their
money while studying?

Part-Time

Hesitant

Busy

Economical

Full-Time

Factors:

Savy

Factors:

Free

Factors:

Liberal

Factors:

a

income

a

hobbyist

a

quantity of workload

a

income

b

employment

b

daily use

b

employment

b

employment

c

quantity of workload

c

required use

c

family

c

bonus funding

d

family

d

age

d

rest period

d

length of study remaining

e

price

e

socializing

f

speciﬁcations

g

past experiences
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Journey Map Skeleton - Initial Discovery
Initial Review

Initial Review of Case

Get the case and take a ﬁrst glance of
the details.

Research Plan

Appealing

Determine which point of appeal you
are arguing for or against

Research

Conduct Research

Look up secondary sources, legislation,
and case law

Court Prep

Notes for Court

Prepare notes for arguments and
counter-arguments

Court

Post Court

Introductions

Introductions of all parties to the court.

Opening
Which Side

Determine which side you are arguing.

Learn the facts

Start to understand the facts of the
case, and ﬁrst presumptions may form
of the case.

Timeline

Create a timeline of the facts within the
case.

Identify Keywords

Find legal terms, words or phrases used
by the trial judge

Identify What is Missing

What do you need to know more about
or don't understand?

Discuss with Colleagues

Review your Research Plan with fellow
students/colleagues or with tutors and
library staff.

Applying

Apply the law to the facts in your case.

Background

Get legal background for the subject.
Look at the keywords and key concepts
as per the Research Plan. Look up legal
terms and synonyms. Is there case
names or legislation cited in the
problem?

Prepare Trial Bundle

Prepare and print legal authorities and
cases which back up your case

Claimant Case
Review Opposing Trial Bundles
Review your opposing parties
arguments and prepare counters to
those arguments.

Self-Present
Finding Answers

What type of sources will you use? Find
speciﬁc sources that are relevant to
your case.

Go through your arguments and
verbally practice what you will submit to
the court.

Legal Authorities

Show your arguments to a friend or
someone who is not familiar with law.
Explain the case with non-legal speak.

Witness

Speak with Witnesses

Identify any witnesses that are relevant
to the case, or to the appeal in your
case.

Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University

Claimant presents their case.

Defendant Case

Defendant presents their case.

Closing

Parties give their ﬁnal arguments to the
court.

Decision
Present to Friends

Identify legal authorities that back up
your arguments.

Parties introduce the case and
arguments to the court.

Court provides a verdict to the case.

Speak with witnesses and prepare your
questions for them.
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Prototype Assumptions

Photo credit to Zhouxing Lu via Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/Mb32AJpqd-g
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Comparing Moot Trials to Trials
Applying POEMS
Using an observational tool called POEMS(People, Objects, Environment, Messaging,
Services) which focuses on writing down all which apply to the categories. This list helps
designers understand the people involved in the scenario, how do they feel, what is the
environment like currently? For our purposes it is to understand what a moot trial should
feel like for students and teachers.
To help clarify each letter within POEMS, here is a brief description:
People refers to behavioral traits, quantity of people, roles, and general demographics of
the people involved.
Objects refers to items which people are interacting with. This includes speciﬁc tools to
general furniture found in the environment.
Environments refers to observations about the atmosphere, architecture, temperature,
etc. Elements which would deﬁne a viewer's impression of the courtroom.

People

Moot

Court

3-6

5+

Appellant / Claimant Representative
Respondent / Defendant Representative
Appellant / Claimant
Respondent / Defendant
Judge
Witness
Clerk

Messaging refers to the tone of language used in the environment. The way that the
people in the environment communicate with each other.

Usher

Services refers to any frameworks, technology, and/or tools being used.

Teachers & Students
Size of Participants (average)
Audience

Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University
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Comparing Moot Trials to Trials (Cont'd)

Objects

Moot

Court

Objects (Cont'd)

Judge Bench

Files / Folders

Gallery Benches

Prepared Notes

Appellant / Claimant Table

Laptop

Respondent / Defendant Table

Computer

Court Clerk Table

Evidence

Court Reporter Table

Writing Equipment (pens, pencil, marker, etc.)

Witness Stand

Cue Cards

Jury Box

Boxes of Documents

Microphones

Books

Judge Gavel

Water Bottles / Cups / Glasses

TV/Screen for sharing information/evidence

Cameras

Sliding door to the Well of the Courtroom

Government Lawyers wear ID

Moot

Court

Viewing Gallery

Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University
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Comparing Moot Trials to Trials (Cont'd)

Environment

Moot

Court

Messaging

Professional

Legal Debate

Formal

Professional Interactions

Serious

Set Legal Precident

Rising and sitting in respect of the court and Judge

Expected to know the facts

Paintings

Expected to know previous precidents

Symbol of the Court

Citing precidents

Moveable Accessible Lectern

Respond to questions from the Judge

Rail/divider to the well of the court

Lawyers submit their position to the court

Courtroom Clock

Judges interject their questions to either parties

Business Attire

Proper address to the court and Judge

Court Gowns & Wig

Introductions of both parties to the court and Judge

Workplace

Disagreements handled with respect to the court and Judge

Open to the public (not always, but most times)

Judge decides on the path the court will review the arguements

Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University
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Court
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Comparing Moot Trials to Trials (Cont'd)
Conclusions

Services
Computer used to search court details
Computer used to check precident
Audio System
Camera recording system (posterity, remote access)
Event Recording (competition, review, etc.)
Court Security
Annotation Monitors
Courtroom printing and Electronic Storage of Exhibits
WIFI
AI Transcribing courtroom proceedings (potential new service)

Moot

Court

People in the case fulﬁl many roles of the court proceedings. Certain parts are criterial for
a Moot Trial, such as having a judge, and parties present. Other roles such as witnesses,
clients, audience, etc. can help create a more robust Moot Trial but are not required. Some
roles also are more procedural for the court, such as a Court Clerk and Usher.
Objects commonly used are within the immediate vicinity of the user, such as notes,
computers, writing tools, etc. In some cases this changes if one of the parties is
submitting evidence. During this time the lawyer will stand and address the court, then
submit the evidence, answering any questions by the judge. This is replicated in Moot
Trials where students give the same respect to the judge and interacting with their objects
as they would when presenting a real case.
Environment of the courtroom is formal and serious. The lawyers showing up here to
work are always wearing business attire and/or courtroom gowns and wigs. It is a work
setting where lawyers are having legal debates which will have ongoing effects. In Moot
Trials, that sense of formality and seriousness are also relevant. Effectively arguing your
point to the judge and defending your point from opposing parties. There is also a sense
of history from the most basic looking courtroom to the higher level courtrooms. This can
be sensed from the symbol above the judge's bench to the painting that are around the
room.
Messaging in the both is professional and respectfully. Even when lawyers are
disagreeing with a judge or other parties it is done with respect to the court and judge.
Often this is done by citing precedent which may be just persuasive or binding on the
court.
Services used in the courtroom can be the court's own network/database which contains
details about court cases and schedules. The systems used during court to capture the
audio and video. In Moot court, not as many direct services are required, as it is for
student preparation which does not require posterity.

Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University
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Essential Components

1

In-Game Interactions

2

Multiplayer Mode

3

Solo Mode

5

Game Options

Move around the virtual room

Creating a Room

Exploration

UI Customization

The ability for students to move their character
around the room. Controlling the characters
direction of vision.

Students will be able to create a room with a
custom code. This code they will be able to
share with their moot trial team.

Interact with Objects

Join a Room

In the Solo-player Mode, students will be able to
explore the virtual courtroom in an entirely
different way. Students will be able to interact
with objects to learn about the importance of
those objects and historic information.

Deﬁne what your user-interface will be while in
the virtual environment. The ability to decide
which elements are available within the Heads
up Display (HUD) can help immerse yourself
within the environment further.

The ability to interact with objects around the
virtual courtroom. By walking up to the object
the student will then be able to interact with
different objects to gather information about
the history of courts, and important information
about the court.

Sit and Stand
The ability for characters to be able to sit and
stand their character to mimic the formal rules
of the court.

Voice Integration
During multiplayer, students will be able to see
other students as they give their arguments
vocally to the moot court (an option is being
considered for integrating video).

Students will be able to join a room with a code
that has been shared by a member of their
moot trial team.

Pick a Role
Students will be able to pick their role when
entering a room, so that other players in the
room will have a way of knowing who is playing
which role in the moot trial.

Participate in a Moot Trial
Once all the members of the moot trial team
have entered the room, the group can begin to
have their moot trial.

Playback Audio and Video
Prepared audio and video to be played back
within the virtual environment.

Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University

Graphic Options

4

Character Customization
Create Your Character
Representation of yourself is important. In this
model, students will be able to modify their own
avatar to represent themselves.

Deﬁne Yourself
After inputing their name, students can pick
how they would like to be addressed with
pronouns(he/him, her/her, they/them). Students
can pick their gender or use a gender neutral
option avatar.

Set your quality of graphics; low, medium, or
high settings.

Audio Options
Set the voice volume or background ambient
volume. Deﬁne if the microphone will be active
or if it will be press to talk.

Keybind Remapping
Change your individual keybinds with the option
to restore to default.

Core Functions
Such as exit game, return to main menu, go
back or next.

Fully Customize Your Avatar
Students can represent themselves with their
skin colour, hair style, body shape and etc.
Customize how their fellow students will see
them in the virtual environment.
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Lighting Engine Documentation Summary
Documentation:
https://learn.unity.com/tutorial/
introduction-to-lighting-andrendering
Linear vs Gamma Colour Space:
https://learn.unity.com/tutorial/
introduction-to-lighting-andrendering

• The fewer lights the better
• If the scene is too dark all around consider adding subtle ambient
lighting rather than more light sources

• In order to have reﬂective surfaces reﬂect what's around them
and not just the skybox you need to use reﬂection probes near the
reﬂective surface. Baked reﬂection probing is preferable to
realtime.

• Lights in unity don't bounce off of surfaces in real time making for
cartoony graphics and harsh shadows

• Baked is always preferable to realtime if the object you are trying
to effect is static

• Precomputed lighting is how we compensate for this

• Light probes allow for dynamic objects such as the character to
interact with lighting changes in their environment. For instance, if
a player walks by a green neon sign with a reﬂective window on
their other side, they will receive some bounce lighting from both
sources.

• Baked Global Illumination (GI) Lighting is the most realistic and
lowest cost option for lighting environments that don't change
substantially
• If the lighting changes signiﬁcantly (day night cycles, other
scenarios) use Precomputed Realtime GI
• Downside: this technique doesn't do well with detail such as crisp
shadows
• Unity works with two colour spaces: Linear and Gamma. Linear is
signiﬁcantly more realistic but is not supported on some mobile
devices and tablets (see diagram on left).
• Tonemapping is a way to add ﬁlter-like effects to your scene and
is how you can employ colour grading and reduce or increase
brightness 'ﬂare' effects. It's one of the most basic and important
steps to achieving good looking graphics in Unity.

Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University
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Logo
Concepts
Some of the concepts of the
applications logo and name.
As it is now, our design team is
assuming that Virtual
Courtroom or some similar
title.
These are not ﬁnal versions,
they're mostly conceptually for
the direction to take as we
proceed.

VC

Virtual Courtroom

Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University

VC

Virtual Courtoom

Virtual Courtoom
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Interpretation Phase
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Student Survey

Photo credit to Sora Shimazaki via Pexels https://www.pexels.com/photo/focused-woman-writing-in-clipboard-while-hiring-candidate-5668869/
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Survey Answers
June 2021
Data is based on 11 responses from current and past students from the Open University.

Survey Results
The survey was used to help better understand the needs, the mooting process, speciﬁc
devices, and level of skill with computer and mobile devices. These questions also
helped inform the team about preferences when using those devices and how students
expected from a tool that would help facilitate and prepare them for mooting.

With more part-time students it helped the team understand that students would be also
doing other activities while completing their degree.

What is your current student status?

9

2

Full-Time
18%

Part-Time
82%

For details on the chart, please see Appendix - Data B-01.
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Survey Answers - About Your Devices
June 2021

Data is based on 11 responses from current and past students from the Open University.

Available Devices

Student Devices
The prototype was being designed with PC and iOS in mind. It was important to
understand how many students would be using different devices and which ones they
have access to. Especially which device would be their primary use device for studying.
As the virtual courtroom would have to be able to run on their devices. 73% of those
surveyed showed that they use laptops as their primary studying device. Which ﬁt with
the parameters of the prototype being able to be used by a majority of the students. This
helped later when we would conduct testing on those devices.

5
10

Desktop Computers

16%

Mobile Phones

31%

8

Tablets

9

Laptop Computers

28%

25%

Primary Study Device
For details on the chart, please see Appendix - Data B-01.

3
8

Laptop

73%

Desktop Computers

27%

It was also interesting to note that while other devices were available to the students, the
preferred method was on a laptop or desktop computer. Which implies that in this program
students would rather stay with a full computer operating system rather than the more mobile
devices such as phones and tablets.

For details on the chart, please see Appendix - Data B-01.
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Survey Answers - Using those Devices
June 2021

Data is based on 11 responses from current and past students from the Open University.

Device use

Device Familiarity
The use of the devices was also important to the team, as this helped us understand the
level of comfort of use with these devices. Majority of those surveyed used the device for
work or entertainment. While only a small portion used their devices for gaming. Since the
prototype uses certain game elements, it was important to make sure that those elements
would be simple and straight forward for those who did not use virtual worlds or games
previously.

8
7
6
5
4
3
2

Comfort Level Using primary study device

1
0
he

Ot
r

rt
nm
ai

For details on this data, please see Appendix - Data B-01.
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9.7/10

For details on the chart, please see Appendix - Data B-01.

Comon Software
MS Ofﬁce
MS Teams
Google
Google Drive
Zoom
Firefox

Safari
Internet Explorer
Microsoft Edge
Preview (PDF Reader)
Adobe Acrobat
Adobe Connect
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On the question asking to rate their own comfort level with their devices, the rating was
quite high, 9.7 out of 10. This helped us understand that there was no signiﬁcant hurdle for
the participants to use their devices. We could also build on some previous learned
behaviours that came from using computers on a regular basis. Building on those
behaviours within the virtual courtroom would help to keep it easy to use.
On the survey, respondents where asked to identify commonly used software on their
computers. Most of the software used were text based applications, and communication
based applications. This helped the team anticipate that there would be some shift in the
use and that tutorials to help explain the virtual courtroom would be quite beneﬁcial.
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Survey Answers - Interactions within the Virtual Court
June 2021

Data is based on 11 responses from current and past students from the Open University.

What do you think of when you hear virtual courtroom?
User wearing VR headset
goggles - immersed in the full
courtroom experience 360
visually, with others wearing
similar equipment. Then
participating in expected
courtroom actions like
watching a mock trial/
mooting. Courtroom based
on a real on in the UK.

A team of people in a joint
room, each has a role as you
happen in a courtroom.
However each person in
connected via video link or
similar as opposed to being
present in person.

A google meet, zoom, Skype
platform where all parties are
present via video feed

3D court where I can practice
skills
Teams

The future. Zoom / teams etc.

Something new and exciting
and moving with the times
but also something that could
be ﬁlled with problems.

Interesting question, one of
two things. Either a
“meeting” (like Adobe
Connect, or Teams or
similar), or a more
complicated idea with virtual
characters and the ability to
interact with those
characters, as in a simulation
game like Sims

An interesting challenge to
make work properly, but
something that could be an
amazing learning tool!

What is a virtual courtroom?
When the team would say virtual courtroom, it became clear that this was a very broad
term. To help understand what are some of the ideas that came to mind for what students.
Since they will be using the tool, it should encompass their needs and goals. Many of the
items mentioned were similar to the concept of the project. A 3D virtual environment which
took it further than a Zoom or MS Teams call.

Sounds like a interesting and
fun way of learning.

For details on this data, please see Appendix - Data B-01.

*edited for grammer
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Survey Answers - Using those Devices
June 2021

Data is based on 11 responses from current and past students from the Open University.

Preferences on Inputs within the Virtual Environment
Preference on Input
Not Applicable

Really Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Disagree

Agree

Really Agree

Agree

Mouse

Looking into what preferences those surveyed had in regards to input was important to
understand. As different solutions would involve different input devices. This would help
show the path which would give the users the highest level of comfort when interacting
within the virtual court.
The data from the survey made it quite clear that using a mouse was the most preferred
method of interacting with the environment, followed by the keyboard. This would be in line
with most of the students using laptops and desktop computers as their primary study
device.

Keyboard
Voice

The method of communication was also important to understand. This looked at which
input would be preferred for direct communication. The data showed that many students
preferred to be able to use the chat. Voice was a very close second, with video closely
behind. Overall all methods of communication seemed to be agreeable.

Controller
On-Screen Controller
Single Button

Preference on Input for Communication

Click with Mouse
100%

0%

100%

Not Applicable

Really Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Disagree
For details on the chart, please see Appendix - Data B-01.

Agree

Really Agree

Agree

Chat
Voice
Video
100%

0%

100%

For details on the chart, please see Appendix - Data B-01.
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Survey Answers - Virtual Court
June 2021

Data is based on 11 responses from current and past students from the Open University.

Preference on interacting with
fellow students

Being Inside the Court

3
8

Avatar

27%

Web-cam

73%

For details on the chart, please see Appendix - Data B-01.

The survey also asked questions about what would be important in representing oneself in
a virtual environment with an Avatar. There were some options presented which showed a
lot of back and forth, with majority simply disagreeing, neutral and agreeing. There was not
a clear indicator for which was the most sought after preference. In addition, those
surveyed were able to add any additional comments, which also brought to the team's
attention of accessories for avatars, such as glasses and ability to control the height. It
was important for the team to understand what are key ways which help to create a as real
as possible representation of oneself.

Customization Notes

Importance of Customization of Avatar
Not Applicable

Really Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Disagree

Agree

Really Agree

Height as part of body shape
Agree

Gender

This question really helped inform the team that those surveyed that 73% saw more value
with being bale to see those that you are communicating with that simply having an avatar
as a representation of others. This was a big take away as it really guided us to consider
video communication not as an option, but as a requirement for the good communication.
This also made it more clear that those surveyed were comfortable to have themselves
appear on camera in a virtual environment. Building on the previous question, that also had
high agreeable results for video as the communication method.

Wearing glasses
Gender neutral

Pro-Nouns

Use more of a cartoon based avatar

Ethnicity

Similar avatar creation such as what is
found on Sims

Skin Colour
Hair Style
Hair Colour
Body Shape
Attire
100%

0%

100%

For details on the chart, please see Appendix - Data B-01.
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Survey Answers - Interactions within the Virtual Court
June 2021

Data is based on 11 responses from current and past students from the Open University.

Preference on Notes for Court
Not Applicable

Disagree

Understanding Notes in Court

Agree

It was important to understand how students prefer to interact with their notes during
moots, as this seemed to be an important method of keeping up with their bundles.
Understanding if this should be incorporated into the virtual environment or if it was best
left at the students discretion. Additionally it was important to see if and how students
wanted to use technology for note taking purposes.

I read my notes from a notebook
I read my notes from cue cards
I read my notes from a digital screen

It was also good to learn about the key take away from a moot from a student perspective.
Especially to understand how it helped them, and what could further that experience in a
virtual environment.

I would rather read my notes from a screen
than from a paper source
I like to be able to physically hold my notes

Biggest Take Away from Moots

Taking notes is easier with pen and paper
Taking notes is easier using a computer
I do not take notes during a moot trial
100%

0%

100%

The experience of taking part - seeing how I do.
Experiencing standing up in front of the judges next to your competition*
Speaking in front of people
Experience in all aspects
Practicing skills and learning from others
A sense of achievement
For details on this data, please see Appendix - Data B-01.

For details on the chart, please see Appendix - Data B-01.

*edited for grammer
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Conclusions of Initial Interviews with Students

Conculsions

Key Highlights
Want to be able to see each other facial expressions

The next step was to speak with students through in-person interviews to better grasp the
industry and to identify what students needed. This was done through multiple interviews
with students as well as a current lawyer who had acted as a judge for moots. This helped
to shape what solutions would be considered.
A big part of this was to understand how mooting worked, before COVID-19 and how
mooting was conducted since the pandemic. While many aspects of Open University were
similar on either side, moots had changed a bit. Before it was done in person at meet ups.
Afterwards technology helped to do this virtually. This was a beneﬁt for our research, as
the virtual moots helped to identify problems and difﬁculties when mooting virtually.

Time tracking
Eye Contact
See the judges reactions to submissions
More interactive experience than Zoom or MS Teams

Key Difﬁculties
Is the judge paying attention to me?
Talking over each other
Seems less formal than in person
Technology issues
Lighting

Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University
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Interview Notes

Photo credit to Anna Shvets via Pexels https://www.pexels.com/photo/people-on-a-video-call-4226140/
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Initial Interview #1
June 22nd 2021 (Two Students)

Question

Answers / Points of Interest

How often do you moot?

From 1-2 per year up to once per month

What excites you about Virtual Court

Easier to do virtual(lack of hesitant from being in front of others), able to experience barrister and solicitor roles, preparing for the moot

Assumptions of Virtual Court

More accessible, learn how to moot, similar to current courts on Zoom, able to see all participants, able to access bundles, difﬁcult to track time when
speaking

Virtual Court vs Zoom

Can be distracting on who is everyone, important to be able to see the faces of individuals to gauge their interest and emotional connection

What you would like to see in a virtual courtroom?

Want to be able to see the Judge, see the witness, participants, able to see the time left, option of sitting and standing, connect video and audio, see their
facial expressions, watch for expressions and movement, gauge their reactions, see if the judge is writing or comfort level

What is important in a courtroom or moot setting to be a strong communicator?

conﬁdent in making pauses, some judges like you to be quicker or slower, eye contact, watching expressions, body movement(moving pen), have a good
connection and be on the same page as you

Representing yourself virtually, what are the most important features?

reﬂection of your image as possible, accurate reﬂection of yourself, lighting is important, appear looking professional, sound is not disrupted, Good to see
waist and up,

Mooting Process

timed event, 2 to 4 weeks to prepare, can be closed or open bundle, level of moot (low or how much time is allocated to prepare)

Journey of a Mooting

Apply, Accepting, review of case, skeleton argument (handed in before moot), preparing bundle (writing of submission), communication with partner,
highlights to submission, submission of bundle, practice with partner, moot, feedback from moot Judge, winner is selected not based on the skill of the
argument made

For raw notes on this interview, please see Appendix - Data B-01.
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Initial Interview #2
June 24th 2021 (Two Students)

Question

Answers / Points of Interest

What excites you about Virtual Court?

new initiative, something that could be very useful in last year

What do you use for mooting currently?

Mostly zoom, however this lacked human interaction, can't get the same feeling. A bit disjointed doing it virtually. That experience can make or break your
aspirations in the courts.

What do you think of when you hear "virtual courtroom"?

Courtroom but in a virtual platform, something like VR, 360 view of the courtroom

What are the most important factors to be good communicator in physical court?

eye contact, watching body language (is the judge writing?), conﬁdence, speaking clearly

What are the most important factors to be good communicator in virtual court?

eye contact as best as you can, speaking clearly, steady pace, picking up on the queues in the judge's video

What are the most important features you'd want to see in your avatar?

realistic as possible, character which looked like me (skin colour, hair colour, etc), audio background noise (pen clicking, coughing, etc), clothing,
something like the Sims, or Miis, not robotic, diversity

What would you like to see in a courtroom?

brown, oak, formal with a crest behind where the judge sits, replicate a court in the UK, seating,

What is the hardest part of ﬁnding a moot?

external moots are currently on hold due to Covid-19, no central location to ﬁnd moots (cannot just use a search engine),

What makes mooting challenging?

intervention from the Judge, they can really pick apart your submission

What is it at court which makes you nervous?

is the argument solid, imposter syndrome, people watching you,

How do you feel after receiving feedback after the case?

learning curve, learn from mistakes, constructive criticism is great, opportunity to learn

For raw notes on this interview, please see Appendix - Data B-01.
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Initial Interview #3
June 30th 2021 (One Previous Mooting Judge)

Question

Parsed Answers / Points of Interest

What do you think of when you hear "virtual courtroom"?

a lot like teams, participants can see eachother

What would you like future virtual courtroom to incorporate?

more interactive experience, more formal than a zoom call, concerned about how much you can read the participants

What are the most important factors to be good communicator in court?

clarity of speech, can you hear them, ties back to the legal content, times are important for moots(have x amount of time), interventions

What are the most important features you'd want to see in your avatar?

as real as possible, tell a lot from a judges face, are they taking notes, facial expressions

Can you talk about your experience about judging moots?

as real as a courtroom as possible, be challenged while they are speaking, there is a formality which needs to be demonstrated, legal understanding,
response to intervention, written submissions guides where to ask questions

Is viewing notes a negative?

not necessarily, depends on moot (can be a score card which affects if they look at notes), expect them to hesitate, can they maintain consistency

Difference between trial and moot?

moots are legal arguments, focused on technical points, many broader issues for a real case

What challenges did you face in doing cases online?

technology, clarity (if its not clear, it is a real problem), being able to see them, just orally is not enough, need visual cues, people speaking over each other,
time delay

Difﬁculties in reading body language?

as long as you can see them its not a major issue, shoulders back(conﬁdence) or hunched forward(less conﬁdent), eye contact,

Which tools assist you in judging moots?

being able to see the bundles, accessing bundles by page number, presentation screen, post it notes

Do you think mooting prepares students for the real world?

yes it is about experience, Judge is in control (they are eager to express that), differences in behaviours to the court based on the type of court

For raw notes on this interview, please see Appendix - Data B-01.
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Updated Charts

Photo credit to Lukas via Pexels https://www.pexels.com/photo/macbook-pro-beside-papers-669619/
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Updated Journey Map

Conculsions
Selection

Admission

Review

Goal

Get nominated into a
mooting competition.

Receive the case that

Review the case and

Find authorities
which back your

Prepare your oral
submissions.

Win your moot in
court.

Identify areas of
improvement for your

Thoughts

Will I make the
selection process?

Happy to get in, but
also a feeling of what
did I get myself into.

What hints does the
case give me?

So many cases!

Communicate with
partner on
arguments.

Nervous about
presenting the case
in front of people and
the court.

What can I learn from
this feedback?

Actions

Find a group which
will be holding
moots.

Initial assumptions of
the case.

Determine which
point of appeal you
are arguing for or
against.

Conduct research,
identifying

Rehearse your verbal
arguments with your

Present your
submission to the

Listen to the Judge
give feedback on
your presentation
and where you can

So many cases to
look through to ﬁnd
the ones which will
back your position.

Picking the right
speed to deliver your
argument.

Interventions from
the judge.

Hard to hear your
mistakes.

Stages

With the new information, the journey
map was updated to reﬂect the addition
of the new information

Get accepted into
that group

Determine which side
you are representing.

Research

Preparation

Submissions

Feedback

Learn the facts of the
case.
Open or closed

Pain
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Difﬁcult to ﬁnd.

Getting ready

Finding the best
argument to pursue.
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Ideation Phase
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Options Considered

Photo credit to Sora Shimazaki via Pexels https://www.pexels.com/photo/focused-woman-writing-in-clipboard-while-hiring-candidate-5668869/
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Solutions for Consideration

As the team started to understand the needs of the students and grasp the industry.
Speciﬁcally how mooting worked and expectations of students and judges, it helped the
team start to shape different solutions. This solutions were considered before a ﬁnal
path forward. All of these solutions were virtual, and were intended to meet the goals of
the original brief of the project.
Keeping in mind the feedback from students was important to gauge which solutions
offered the best experience overall for the students.
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Virtual Reality Solution
Our Thoughts
Virtual Reality(VR) can be a very immersive experience. It is an
entirely virtual world observed through a VR device with interactions
via hand held remotes. The mobile version of VR is readily available.
However, this version lacks control and is limited by the device. For
the best experience, this would involve a high investment from
students to purchase VR devices.

Pros
Immersive environment
Interactions can be based on movement
Readily available on mobile devices

This seemed like it may force a strain on some students to spend
money on a device which they may not use for other purposes.
Limiting the amount of students who would interact with it. The
mobile version really limited the interactions that would be available.
This could also lead to tech issues with devices which have just
enough resources to run a VR environment.
Also considered is the amount of time students who have never
used VR devices would want to spend in that environment. Some
people ﬁnd it difﬁcult to spend too much time with these devices.
This could potential be an issue with having a pure VR solution.
In our conversations it became more clear that this option would
present more hurdles to the students and not give enough beneﬁt to
be the best solution.

Cons
Limited by power of device
Requires a speciality device to experience in full
Cost to students could be high

Photo credit to Vinicius "amnx" Amano via Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/MvJezf8FT4o
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High Resolution Image/Video
Our Thoughts
High Dynamic Range (HDR) can allow for images to be captured
which go beyond what regular camera can capture. This could be
used to create super realistic image set of a courtroom, where
students would be able to teleport into the position in the
courtroom. Where they would be able to see other lawyers in their
positions via webcam.

Pros
Realistic environment
Pick any courtroom from real life to photograph
Uses video/cam feeds

One of the major issues with this option was that movement would
not really be able to exist. Movement would be limited to teleporting
from one viewpoint to another. This did not match with the goals of
the project to be able to explore the courtroom for new students.

Cons
Limited by power of device
Requires a speciality device to experience in full
Cost to students could be high
Lack of movement within the environment

Photo credit to David Veksler via Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/HpmDAS1Dozs
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Deluxe Zoom
Our Thoughts
Zoom and similar applications are the go to way of conducting
virtual court currently. This allows for cases to continue moving
forward during the pandemic. Some cases even may stay in virtual
meetings post-pandemic. This has resulted in lawyers having to
learn how to conduct themselves in this environment. Using a tool
like this to train may offer signiﬁcant advantageous to students.

Pros
Similar to current virtual courts
Addition of labels and roles
Size of camera feeds can be customized

In a deluxe version of Zoom or similar applications, labels and video
feed sizes could be set. The judge could take up a larger portion, or
have the witness and current lawyer questioning have larger
portions. Labels could be set to clearly identify the parties.

Can you use various backgrounds

Cons
Lacks exploration of courtrooms
Not a virtual space
Many camera feeds to view at once

Photo credit to Anna Shvets via Pexels https://www.pexels.com/photo/people-on-a-video-call-4226122/
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2D Virtual Environment (Top Down)
Our Thoughts
Creating a 2D environment would allow for students to move around
in an environment from an over head view looking down at the
room. Video can voice can be set up only to appear or become
available when within proximity. When two members get close to
each other, then the camera feeds can become viewable at one of
the sides of the screen.

Pros
Low resource use
Available to load on many devices
Incorporates live video feeds

This could be simpler to navigate with avatars. This would also be a
low resource use which would allow it to be readily available across
more devices. It would however lack the details of the 3D
environment.
Similar applications such as Online Town or Gather Town already
exist, which have a had success with creating a virtual space to
have meetings or gatherings in.

Cons
Lacks exploration of courtrooms
Non-realistic graphics
Relies heavily on avatars

Photo credit to Eimantas Juskevicius via Pexels https://www.pexels.com/photo/sea-vacation-people-water-5583034/
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3D Virtual Environment
Our Thoughts
3D virtual spaces allow users to explore a virtual environment with
depth. This can be used to help facilitate meetings with a
combination of video feeds similar to the 2D variations of this. This
can be seen in applications such as Spatial.
From the research conducted by the team, having awareness of
others and a method to connect eye sight with users was the focus.
So rather than having the video feeds on one side of the screen, the
idea was to have video feeds in front of the avatars. This plane
would disappear if the user was not facing the other user. This
behaviour would help mimic the behaviour of eye sight.

Pros
Similar to current virtual courts
Addition of labels and roles
Size of camera feeds can be customized
Can you use various backgrounds
Mimic Eye sight

Cons
Can be more resource heavy
Requires multiple builds to work across devices
Users have to become accustom to using mouse
and keyboard controls at the same time

Photo credit to Tomasz Gawlowski via Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/YDZPdqv3FcA
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Solution Moving Forward
3D Virtual Environment with Camera Feeds
The fact of the beneﬁts from having a 3D environment could not be
overlooked. It allowed for the most interactions for students to be
able to use. Incorporating the camera feeds to be in front of the
avatars also would help show where students were focusing, and if
others were looking at them.
The potential with this solution, would give students options, while
keeping within the realm of devices which students had mentioned
they use as their primary studying devices.

Photo credit to Irfan Simsar via Unsplash https://unsplash.com/photos/wxWulfjN-G0
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Prototype
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Tech Demo
The Start
Created a technical
demonstration of what the
basic function of
connecting multiple
computers together. This
helped to ensure that the
technology which would be
used would be working.

Tech Demo
A-9
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Initial 3D Modeling of the Court
Building the Courtroom
After the technical build, 3D
models were started to be built
to be added to the virtual
courtroom. This help the team
to see what the assets would
look like and the size that may
be required to create a virtual
courtroom.

Overview of courtroom

Walking up to judge

Lawyer point of view

Judge point of view

A-1

Clerk Area
A-5

A-3
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Layout Options of Courthouse

Rail
Raised Floor

1.

2.

3.

Front Court Door
Stairs

J
P

D

Front Court Wall
Witness Table
Judge Table

C

Clerk Table

P

Lawyer Table

Gallery
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Door

P

Double Door

D

D
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D

C

False Door

D

G

G
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G

G

G
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G

G

Window Area

Court Logo

D

C

Chair

G

D

J

G
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J

J

J

G

W

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

J

Judge Desk

P

D

S

U

Picture Frame

Lawyer Desk
S

S

S

S

S
Seating
S

Microphone
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Layout of Courthouse in 3D Software Blender
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Addition Assets and Materials in Unity
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Addition Assets and Materials in Unity
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Updated Rooms of Courthouse in Game Engine Unity (with lighting baked)
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Sections of Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Overview
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Courtroom
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Layout of Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Judge's Chambers

Foyer

Court Hallway

Court Hallway
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Overview shot with lighting and accessories
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Spawn point for characters in scene
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Usher Area
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Court Hall
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Courtroom Entrance
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Lawyer Point of View
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Judge Point of View
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Back Hallway (towards Court Hallway)
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Back Hallway (towards Foyer)
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Judge's Chamber
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Courthouse in Game Engine Unity
Exterior view of buildings and street
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Small Objects
In any environment, there are small
items that enhance the overall feel
and look of the area. We added
various objects like books,
computer monitors, ﬁre alarms, and
so much more, that would be
realistic in a courtroom setting.
We referenced various courtrooms
in the UK, which served as aid in
determining what kind of items to
create for the Virtual Courtroom.
Some objects were created and
other complex objects were
sourced from the Unity Asset store.
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User Interface
Menu System
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Menu User Flow
Launching the Application

Launching the Game
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UI Demo
Concept
We experimented with different
ideas to implement the UI. One
idea was to use the 3D world to
lay on the UI. As the student
goes through the menu, the
environment shifts along with it.
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UI Mock-Ups (Version 1)
A card system was used for the
initial versions of the user interface
because it was easy to use and
also was straightforward to follow.
We used a black opaque
background because we wanted
high contrast with various UI
elements like the font and cards.
Although, this made the overall look
of the UI dark - Which didn't work
particularly well for this type of
tool.
Instead of using a solid
background, the idea was to use
the courtroom as a backdrop
against the menu screens. The
background would switch
depending on the screen and make
it seem that they are going through
the areas of the courtroom area to
reach their ﬁnal destination of the
actual courtroom.
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UI Mock-Ups (Version 1)

* These UI mock ups are not indicative of the ﬁnal prototype and can be changed as we move forward with the project.
* Character images will be replaced by 3D models of the roles.
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UI Mock-Ups (Version 2)
With further feedback, we decided
to use a "cleaner" approach to the
user interface. This allowed much
easier viewing of certain UI
elements plus looking visually
great. The font was changed in this
iteration of the UI as we wanted to
make it "friendlier".
Colours were changed to make the
overall user interface brighter,
which visually made it cleaner. This
made us think about the user ﬂow
for the UI as we wanted to keep it
as simple as possible.
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UI Mock-Ups (Version 2)

* These UI mock ups are not indicative of the ﬁnal prototype and can be changed as we move forward with the project.
* Character images will be replaced by 3D models of the roles.
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UI Mock-Ups (Version 3a)
In the third version of the user
interface, the font and visual style
was overhauled and improved.
Certain areas of the UI were
improved such as the Moot
Practice screen and the character
creation screens. The goal was to
provide an intuitive experience,
where the student doesn't have to
take time to learn the UI but rather
instantly be familiarized with it.
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UI Mock-Ups (Version 3b)

* These UI mock ups are not indicative of the ﬁnal prototype and can be changed as we move forward with the project.
* Character images will be replaced by 3D models of the roles.
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UI Mock-Ups (Version 3b)
For the UI test, we wanted to see
what students preferred in regards
to information density. In this
version, the UI is simplistic and has
a different ﬂow compared to
Version 3A. Both versions are very
similar but the user ﬂow is
different.
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UI Mock-Ups (Version 3b)

* These UI mock ups are not indicative of the ﬁnal prototype and can be changed as we move forward with the project.
* Character images will be replaced by 3D models of the roles.
Virtual Courtroom Project // Sheridan x Open University
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Font
We tested different fonts to ﬁnd out
what works well with the tool and
determine the visual style. The goal
was to ensure that the font was
legible and easy to read.

Roboto

Interstate

New Hero

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX
YZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWX
YZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW
XYZ

In our initial prototypes, we used
Roboto as a main font as it was
easy to read on a screen and
legible. Although, it didn't show
much "character" visually - So we
opted to ﬁnd fonts that were more
"friendly". This led to the selection
of Interstate and New Hero, as they
were geometric fonts, which ﬁt
really well with the overall visual
style and creating that friendly
theme for students when they ﬁrst
enter the tool.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

We chose New Hero as the body
font because of it's meaning behind
it. It's "dedicated to civic duty", as
we believe that Lawyers are
essentially "heroes" to the ones that
they defend, to help, and to rescue
from harm or disaster. The font
also has an accessibility set, which
could be used as a future feature in
the tool.
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The quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog

1234567890~!@#$%^&*()
The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over the
lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog
The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog

1234567890~!@#$%^&*()
The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over
the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps
over the lazy dog
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Icons
We created our own icons for the
Virtual Courtroom tool, as we saw
other free icon sets were not very
well designed or suited for the tool.
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User Interface
Overlay System
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HUD (Ver 1)
We had a few ideas for the HUD
when students are in the Virtual
Courtroom:
→ A list of students who are
currently in the room
→ Voice active/not active signals
beside each student's name on the
list
→ Mute functionality
→ Toggling on and off various UI
elements or the entire UI
Our goal was to provide an
minimalistic user interface as
during our interviews/research,
students are very focused in giving
their submissions - So, less
distractions would be better for
them.
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HUD (Ver 2)
Due to development time, we were
not able to implement certain
features like the user list. Instead,
based on our research and
interviews with students - We
added a timer and a local clock, to
help students with the timing of
their submissions. We still retained
certain elements of the original
HUD, but it was further reduced due
to development time and providing
less distractions for the student.
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Character Customization
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Being Inclusive
We wanted the character creation
to be very inclusive as possible.
Originally we had the idea of having
the student pick their own gender
but as we did a bit more research,
we decided to not to include gender
as a option for character
customization.
Our goal was to be inclusive and
thinking about those who identify
as non-binary, we ﬁgured having
the student pick from three
genders, would be a bit weird. Thus,
we only have pronouns as a form of
gender identity as the student can
use whatever they want to identify
themselves.
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Hairstyles
From testing with students, they
mentioned hairstyles was an
important part of character
customization. Due to time, we
were able to add in a few but hope
to see that more will be added in
future iterations of the Virtual
Courtroom. One student mentioned
that adding ethnic hairstyles would
be diverse and important to some,
and we fully agree here.
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Body Sliders
Another aspect of the character
creation that we had in mind was
body sliders. We all come in
different shapes and sizes, so we
felt that was very important to
accurately represent ourselves
properly.
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Modularity
One main point of the character
creation is how modular it is to add
different things like new hairstyles,
clothing, accessories, and so much
more. We used "hair cards" that are
less resource intensive, while
making it look realistic and easy to
create different hair styles.
Other aspects like clothing are
modeled on top of a basic
character, which provides easy
implementation after it has been
altered to ﬁt a basic model.
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Clothing
While we were testing with
students, we asked them a few
questions regarding clothing. One
of the ideas that came up was
accessories like glasses, earrings,
and other things. In addition, ethnic
headwear and clothing would be
something that could be added into
the Virtual Courtroom.
Although, due to time, we created
only a few clothing pieces that
would suit the Virtual Courtroom.
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Logo
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Initial Concepts
Throughout the project, there was an
importance of setting that mood or theme
when entering into the courtroom. The
concept of the logo revolved around the
theme of diversity and inclusion in the
courtroom. The challenge was displaying that
in a visual manner as Law logos that we had
saw, were quite similar using the scales of
justice or something similar.

VC

Virtual Courtroom
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VC

Virtual Courtoom

Virtual Courtoom
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Iterations
As we progressed through the project, the
realization that keeping it friendly was a goal Which was quite important. Having learned
about actual court, that the scales are more
used as a symbol for court rather than the
gavel - We focused on using the scales as a
core theme to the Virtual Courtroom logo.
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Final Logo
With further iteration, the ﬁnal logo consists
of two sides: one side being the formality of
the courtroom and the other side
representing diversity and inclusion with a
rainbow effect. We used an angular design on
the right side as we wanted to portray a
digital look, while making it reﬁned enough to
work well with the other side of the logo.
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Experimentation Phase
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User Interface Testing
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UI User Testing Outline
UI testing was done to identify areas of improvement in
the user ﬂow and any problems with the language of the
user interface. We tested the user interface using Adobe
XD with two OU students and one OU Law alumni.
The format of the test is as follows:
1. Introductions
2. Disclaimer and any questions to the testers
3. Testing starts
4. Interview
5. Final remarks
We tested two versions of the user interface, to determine
the level of information that should be shown on each
screen. As both versions of the user interface are slightly
different with the amount of information being shown.

UI User Test Scenarios
Task 1 - Explore the courtroom: You are a second-year student studying Law at OU. You are still learning the basics of law and the
courtroom. Wanting to experience the actual thing, you ﬁnd out from an instructor that there is a Virtual Courtroom that simulates the
actual real thing. Go through the menus as if you are not doing a practice moot but wanting to explore the courtroom instead.
Task 2 – Join a practice moot session: You are a ﬁnal year student and will be participating in a moot soon. Instead of practicing via
phone, your friend asks you to practice with a few friends in a practice moot session via the Virtual Courtroom tool. This is the ﬁrst
time that you are using this tool. You will be acting as the defendant for this practice moot session. Go through the menu and join a
courtroom that your friend has created.
Task 3 – Edit your avatar: You are a ﬁnal year student and you have been using the Virtual Courtroom tool to practice your
submissions. You realize that you didn’t spend too much time on the avatar creation. You want to edit your avatar, go into the tool and
edit your avatar.
UI User Test Interview Questions
1. How did you feel about the overall layout and visuals of the user interface(s)?
2. Were there any challenges when navigating in each version of the UI?
3. Any comments about the overall language used in the user interface (both versions)?
4. In the role selection page, did you ﬁnd the role descriptions accurate?
5. Anything you want to touch upon in the user interface?
6. How do you feel about the amount of information that is being showed in each screen in both versions of the User Interface?
7. What did you think about the placement of the “back to menu” button?
8. Would you like to be walked through on the ﬁrst creation of your avatar?
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UI User Testing Feedback
July 20, 21, and 23, 2021 (Two Students and one Alumni)

Question

Answers / Points of Interest

How did you feel about the overall layout and visuals of the user interface(s)?

From all three participants, their reception to the user interface (for both versions) were positive. The user ﬂow was straightforward and easy to follow.

Were there any challenges when navigating in each version of the UI?

Everything was clear and easy to understand.

Any comments about the overall language used in the user interface (both
versions)?

No comments regarding this other than it being straightforward and easy to understand.

In the role selection page, did you ﬁnd the role descriptions accurate?

Roles descriptions were clear but can be geared towards "Law" terms rather than general descriptions.

Anything you want to touch upon in the user interface?

Comments about the character creating being more diverse in selections about hair.

How do you feel about the amount of information that is being showed in each
screen in both versions of the User Interface?

Some participants preferred more data and less screens, and vice versa. Although, this was subjective depending on the student we tested with.

What did you think about the placement of the “back to menu” button?

A student mentioned that she would prefer if the button was at the lower right hand corner, as she was used to or was familiar with the location of the
button in other apps. Although, placement of buttons are mostly preference and subjective.

Would you like to be walked through on the ﬁrst creation of your avatar?

All participants mentioned that it would be good to be walked through the creation of the avatar.
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User Interface Variations
Using the feedback from the testing, we saw different
opportunities to improve on the user interface. Things that
we did were:
→ Adding of a timer and a local clock.
→ Changing of various positions of the user interface
elements for students to ﬁnd it easier.
→ Visual adjustments such as icons and interaction
messages.
→ Changes to the UI text and copywriting to ensure that
similar language used in Law is consistent with the Virtual
Courtroom tool.
→ Adjustments to UI text to make it clear and concise.
→ Addition of tutorial screens.
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Virtual Courtroom Testing
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Virtual Courtroom User Testing
User testing was done on a few different builds of the
prototype. The primary purpose of testing with different
OU students (and alumni) was to determine if we were on
the right track and also, get feedback on the environment,
controls, and how complex it was to get the tool up and
running.
Testing was done individually and in groups, with both
operating system platforms: Windows and Mac. The
structure of the test was informal, this is because we
wanted to get general feedback on the tool and let the
student explore, rather than asking them a set of
questions.

User Test Outline
1. Exploration and general feedback.
2. Feel of controls.
3. Observation of student performing various tasks on their own, such as movement, installation of tool, going into the room, and
exploration.

User Test Days
Thursday, July 29th - Two students
Thursday, August 5th - One student
Friday, August 6th - One student
Monday, August 9th - One students, two alumni
Tuesday, August 17th - Two students, one alumni
Wednesday, August 18th - One student
Thursday, August 19th - Two students
* Majority of the students tested were on the Windows operating system. It wasn't until August 18th and 19th, students who have
MacOS, were tested. This was due to technical issues with signing the app for MacOS.
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Virtual Courtroom User Testing Feedback

Test Criteria

Answers / Points of Interest

Virtual Courtroom Environment

→ Feedback from the students for the environment was generally positive and were impressed on the level of detail that the Virtual Courtroom has.
→ Some students felt the environment was more of a video game, rather than a simulation.

Feel of Controls

→ Controls were easy to understand and straight forward.
→ A student mentioned that the controls was a little bit awkward as he wasn't used to it. Although, after exploring the courtroom - He got used to the
controls.

Installation of the tool

→ Some students who were using Windows had small difﬁculties in installing the application and running it. Such problems includes extracting the
application and opening it.
→ MacOS users had no difﬁculty due to the installer being easy to use and understand.

User Interface

→ UI was straight forward although certain areas like the join/create screen was a bit confusing.
→ A student suggested that the timer location could be better placed and more obvious.
→ It was suggested that less things on the screen was better as it would prevent distractions when doing their submissions.

Usage for practice moots and learning about the courtroom

→ It was mentioned that the tool can be used for practice for mooting
→ Students appreciated the interactions with the photos, that tell them about the history of the courtroom and also the locations of the various roles like
Judge, Clerk, Claimant, and Defendant.
→ A student mentioned that the possibility of using this tool for social interactions the viable

Comparison between teleconferencing software and the Virtual Courtroom

→ When asked the question, students preferred the Virtual Courtroom rather than teleconferencing software like Zoom or Teams.
→ Students liked the interaction with each other through the avatars and webcam feed.
→ One student mentioned that there is an element of intimacy with people in the room as the feeling is different than Zoom or Teams (i.e. a window with
webcam feed)

Other general remarks

→ Some students mentioned that it felt like a video game rather than a tool.
→ One student mentioned that he wouldn't use this tool for mooting or practicing moots because it's another tool to install, which is a hassle compared to
simply calling his partner or getting on Zoom or Teams.
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Virtual Courtroom Iterations (based on testing)
Based on the feedback from the students during the testing, we saw a few potential problems and opportunities:

1. "It feels like a video game"

2. Different Inputs

3. Avatars vs. Screens

We realized that this perception will always be evident
with students that have experience with video games
and/or simulations. Recreating an environment and
simulating it won't be 100% realistic even if there are
aspects of the courtroom that are similar.

One student brought up of using a Google Map style
control system, where the user would click and would
automatically move. Another comment from the same
student was using the trackpad was not very good and
could be changed. This was something that can be
ﬁxed in future revisions of the Virtual Courtroom but
we suggest that using a mouse for the optimal
experience is ideal. Although, the opportunity for other
forms of input is there but we'll be discussing that
later.

When brought up the comparison of teleconferencing
software vs. the Virtual Courtroom, all students agreed
that the Virtual Courtroom would be better than
something like Zoom or Teams. One student brought
up the rationale of being intimate, interact, and see
each other in a virtual space - Just like in real life. He
compared it to Zoom where, he mentioned that you are
staring at a screen, rather than in the Virtual
Courtroom - You have to move to look at the person.

Although, this could be that we used elements of video
games like the control system: controls, interactions,
and the crosshair - That could make it apparent to
students that it functions like a video game.
We feel that, there isn't too much can be done to
change this perception but based on the feedback
from testing, it was quite positive.
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Evolution Phase
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Final Prototype
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Final Prototype
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Final Prototype
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Screenshots
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Screenshots
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Final User Interface
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Final User Interface
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Final User Interface
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Environment Overview
Spawn Point (Elevator Room)
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Future Goals
1

Inputs

More Features

Additional Inputs

Recordings

Providing the option to use certain inputs like
controller or other forms like a Google Map
movement system, would provide some
ﬂexibility.

This was a feature that was brought up earlier
in development and was a great idea to allow
students to capture recordings and review them
for improvement or feedback.

Key Remapping

Audio Tour of the Courtroom

This function was originally planned but due to
time, it wasn't possible. Allowing the student to
customize which keys to move or interact with,
would provide another option of ﬂexibility.

2

3

An audio tour of the courtroom would allow a
better experience in understanding the
courtroom further.

Placing/Uploading Evidence

Accessibility

The use of evidence in the courtroom is
important and this feature was brought up from
student interviews.

Font Customization

Uploading/Accessing Personal Notes

This would provide options such as font sizing
and also letting the student picking their own
font for the tool. This is especially helpful for
those who have difﬁculty reading/focusing.

One Handed Mode (Left/Right)
This mode allows the student to use one hand
to move and interact, while the camera auto
rotates depending where the student is facing.

Voice to Text (and Text to Voice)
Providing the ability to use this function if the
student isn't able to speak on their mic provides
another level of accessibility to the tool.

Further Accessibility Options
Contrast options, captions/subtitles (if there is
audio), HUD customization (resizing), and a
colour blind mode.

Students often use notes for their submissions
and having them on their screen would be
handy compared to having it on themselves or
another screen.

Further Character Customization
What we designed is only the tip of the iceberg,
further features like different hair styles,
clothing, accessories, and the ability to shape
any feature on the human body would allow the
student be who they are in the courtroom.

Additional Courtrooms/Rooms
Having additional courtrooms modeled after
different levels of court and having extra rooms
for students to meet in would enhance the
experience.
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Movement Tutorial
A common issue we saw with students was the
movement in the tool. It took a bit of time for
them to get acclaimed to but it was suggested
that a tutorial to get them to play around with
the movement would be ideal.

Modular Room Creation
An idea that was brought up was the addition of
more courtrooms and general rooms. Having a
simple modular system that allows the
instructor or developer to place items and build
rooms in the tool, can provide a high level of
expandability. Although, this would take a lot of
time to develop.

Customizable Pictures/Info for Frames
One student suggested that the photo frames in
the back hallway should be customizable
depending on the content or instructor using
the tool. It can be updated with different pieces
of info and pictures, to tailor the experience
depending on the course.

Tool Improvements
Killbox
A "killbox" is simply a invisible box under the
courtroom that respawns the student back to
the courtroom, if they somehow fall under the
environment.

Labels
Providing labels to identify certain characters in
the Solo mode, like the Judge, Defendant,
Claimant, and such.

Third Party Authentication and
authorization with OU
This is was a feature in the ﬁrst speciﬁcations,
although, unknown how this was suppose to
work but it would allow saving of certain data
like character, names, and such.

Further Options (i.e. Graphics)
Increased customizability for graphic and audio
options.

3D Models
If we had the time or the ability to, going in an
actual courtroom and identifying certain
objects or things that we can reference to.
Improving the 3D models is certainty great as it
can improve the overall experience and
environment.

Languages
Providing different language options other than
English, would provide a better experience for
the student if English isn't their ﬁrst language.
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Our Findings
Throughout this project, we concluded on a few things:

1. Bridging the gap between remote learning and inperson

2. Providing a new learning experience to students

3. Creating a platform for social interactions

Throughout the project, interviewing students, and
testing with students too. We saw a common theme of
wanting to experience the courtroom in-person but
they weren't able to due to factors like the pandemic or
even location. As OU is a school that does their
courses online, not all students have access to actual
courtrooms in the UK. The result is the student having
to rely on online videos from YouTube or streams of
trials within courtrooms.

Through our research, we saw simulations used a form
of learning in different ﬁelds like health care and also
vocational training. We saw this as an interesting
opportunity to create something new. Where using an
webcam feed and an interactive environment to make
the student feel that they are an actual real room with
other students.

The potential with this tool is high as we heard from
other students that, other uses like social events - Can
be hosted through this tool. Perhaps, this type of tool
can be used to facilitate events from the OU with
students all across the globe.
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Current Issues
Issue

Possible Solutions

Users who use the trackpad may experience the camera
snapping to the top when closing an interaction from the
photo frames.

This happens frequently on MacOS and with the trackpad and/or mouse. Unsure if the problem exists for the Windows platform for trackpads, no issues
with using a mouse with Windows.

Camera may start in a different direction when entering into
the Courtroom.

Currently unsure what is the solution is, although of locking the camera on spawn is possible.

When the user goes back to menu from a menu screen (i.e.
Join/Create, Role, or Character Creation), the webcam may
not activate sometimes (black screen) when going back to
the Join/Create Courtroom screen.

The ﬁx for this is to reselect the webcam from the dropdown menu or reboot the app. Unsure why this happens.

Clipping into the wall or through the wall.

Current solution is to adjust colliders but this issue would happen rarely.

To bring up the menu, esc may need to be pressed twice
before it activates.

Unsure why this issue happens.

Background cameras for the menu screens may shift to a
different location

Possible solution is to create different separate camera for each background. Unsure why this issue happens.

Tool tips may overlap with each other in the Main Menu or not
show for a brief moment in the Graphics setting.

This is an UI issue but could be resolved by relocating each of the tool tips to a different position.

In the Graphics setting, under "Quality" it is always set to
"Low". This isn't the case as the default setting is "Medium".

This is an UI issue but could be resolved by detecting the current quality setting in Unity along with the drop down menu.
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Current Issues
Issue

Possible Solutions

Role selection causing errors and breaks certain aspects of
the tool.

This happens frequently on MacOS and with the trackpad and/or mouse. Unsure if the problem exists for the Windows platform for trackpads, no issues
with using a mouse with Windows.

Sitting and standing positions pushes the character a bit
further than intended.

This is an issue with the collisions being used in several objects. A solution would be to rework the character collisions and the chairs.

Standing up can push the character on top of the table or in an
awkward position.

This is an issue with the character models, although, this can be ﬁxed by spacing the chairs and tables further.

Users can force themselves to push other people and position
them on top of the user who is pushing against them.

This is an issue with the physics in the characters from Unity, we're not sure what exactly is the issue but the possibility of the character having a rigid body
is high.
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Appendix - Images
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Court Initial Models

Overview of area
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A-01

Court Initial Models

Walking up to judge point of view
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Court Initial Models

Lawyer point of view
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Court Initial Models

Judge point of view
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Court Initial Models

Clerk Seating Area
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Initial UI Mockup

Home screen user interface
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Initial UI Mockup

Options user interface
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Initial UI Mockup

Avatar edit user interface
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Initial UI Mockup

Avatar edit user interface
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Tech Demo

Technical Demo
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Appendix - Data
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Survey Format and Questions
MS Forms
On MS Forms there a questionnaire
was created to help get important
information

Consent Forms
To follow the ethics while
conducting research, we would like
to have the students sign an
consent form for the interview.

1. What is your current student status?(MC)
2. What kind of devices do you use? (MC)
3. What do you use your devices for? (MC)
4. Which device do you use primarily for your studying? (MC)
5. What operating system are you using? (MC)
6. How many hours per day do you spend on your primary studying device? (S)
7. How many hours per day do you use any/all devices? (S)
8. How comfortable do you feel using your primary studying device? (SC)
9. Do you play video games or simulations on your primary studying device? (MC)
10. Please list the games/simulators you have ran on your primary studying device. (L)
11. What software do you most often use on your primary studying device? (S)
12. What do you do if you have a problem on your primary studying device? (L)
13. What do you think of when you hear virtual courtroom?(L)
14. What would you like to be able to do in a virtual courtroom? (L)
15. How do you like to interact in games or simulations? (LI)
16. How do you like to communicate in games or simulations? (LI)
17. When interacting with your fellow students would you prefer to see an avatar or their webcam (MC)
18. How important is each element below to customize your own avatar? (LI)
19. Is there any other customization you would like to adjust on your avatar? (L)
20. Have you participated in past Moot Trials? (MC)
21. How did that experience go? (L)
22. Did you use props/tools during your moot trial? (MC)
23. Please list the props or tools you used. (L)
24. When it comes to using notes... (LI)
25. What do you feel can be the biggest take away from a moot trial? (L)
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MC - Multiple Choice
S - Short Answer
L - Long Answer
SC - Sliding Scale
LI - Likert

B-01

Survey Raw Data

Overview of area
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Survey Raw Data

Overview of area
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Survey Raw Data

Overview of area
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Survey Raw Data

Overview of area
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Journey Map Skeleton - Initial Discovery
Initial Review

Initial Review of Case

Get the case and take a ﬁrst glance of
the details.

Research Plan

Appealing

Determine which point of appeal you
are arguing for or against

Research

Conduct Research

Look up secondary sources, legislation,
and case law

Court Prep

Notes for Court

Prepare notes for arguments and
counter-arguments

Court

Post Court

Introductions

Introductions of all parties to the court.

Opening
Which Side

Determine which side you are arguing.

Learn the facts

Start to understand the facts of the
case, and ﬁrst presumptions may form
of the case.

Timeline

Create a timeline of the facts within the
case.

Identify Keywords

Find legal terms, words or phrases used
by the trial judge

Identify What is Missing

What do you need to know more about
or don't understand?

Discuss with Colleagues

Review your Research Plan with fellow
students/colleagues or with tutors and
library staff.

Applying

Apply the law to the facts in your case.

Background

Get legal background for the subject.
Look at the keywords and key concepts
as per the Research Plan. Look up legal
terms and synonyms. Is there case
names or legislation cited in the
problem?

Prepare Trial Bundle

Prepare and print legal authorities and
cases which back up your case

Claimant Case
Review Opposing Trial Bundles
Review your opposing parties
arguments and prepare counters to
those arguments.

Self-Present
Finding Answers

What type of sources will you use? Find
speciﬁc sources that are relevant to
your case.

Go through your arguments and
verbally practice what you will submit to
the court.

Legal Authorities

Show your arguments to a friend or
someone who is not familiar with law.
Explain the case with non-legal speak.

Witness

Speak with Witnesses

Identify any witnesses that are relevant
to the case, or to the appeal in your
case.
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Claimant presents their case.

Defendant Case

Defendant presents their case.

Closing

Parties give their ﬁnal arguments to the
court.

Decision
Present to Friends

Identify legal authorities that back up
your arguments.

Parties introduce the case and
arguments to the court.

Court provides a verdict to the case.

Speak with witnesses and prepare your
questions for them.
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Updated Journey Map
Stages

Selection

Admission

Review

Research

Preparation

Submissions

Feedback

Goal

Get nominated into a mooting
competition.

Receive the case that will be
argued in the round.

Review the case and which
side you will be representing.

Find authorities which back
your position.

Prepare your oral
submissions.

Win your moot in court.

Identify areas of
improvement for your future
cases.

Thoughts
& Emotions

Will I make the selection
process?

Happy to get in, but also a
feeling of what did I get
myself into.

What hints does the case give
me?

So many cases!

Communicate with partner on
arguments.

Nervous about presenting the
case in front of people and
the court.

What can I learn from this
feedback?

Actions

Find a group which will be
holding moots.

Initial assumptions of the
case.

Determine which point of
appeal you are arguing for or
against.

Conduct research, identifying
authorities, secondary
research and legislation.

Rehearse your verbal
arguments with your
teammate or to friends.

Present your submission to
the moot court.

Get accepted into that group

Determine which side you are
representing.

Listen to the Judge give
feedback on your
presentation and where you
can improve your mooting.
This can be orally and/or
written.

So many cases to look
through to ﬁnd the ones
which will back your position.

Laying out the

Interventions from the judge.

Hard to hear your mistakes.

Pain Points

Difﬁcult to ﬁnd.

Learn the facts of the case.

Connect with your partner for
the moot.

Open or closed bundle.

Getting ready

Finding the best argument to
pursue.
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